
AUTO ENROLMENT FAQ’S

Is there any way around the need to comply with all 
the employer duties?
No, The Pension Regulator will audit all companies to ensure they are 
complying and they have the power to impose penalties for any failures.

Will NEST fulfil my all my employer duties?
No, NEST is a pension scheme into which contributions can be paid but 
it does not deal with any of the responsibilities of you, the employer.

Do I still have to comply with the employer 
responsibilities if I have an existing pension plan?
Yes, you still have the same responsibilities.

What penalties will I face if I don’t comply?
If you are found to be in breach of any responsibilities you will be issued with 
a notice of enforcement. The size of penalty depends on the nature of the 
breach but in extreme cases it could be as much as £10,000 per day until the 
issue is rectified.

How much will auto enrolment cost?
Depends on the number of scheme members.

When would an employer use postponement?
As an employer, you have the right to postpone the enrolment of your 
employees for three months after the required commencement date of 
your scheme (also known as the ‘staging date’).  This can reduce your costs 
significantly. There may be other benefits too. You may want to use the 
postponement facility for administrative reasons. For example, you may:

• need time to assess all of your employees,

• prefer to align the enrolment of members with the payroll process, or 
avoid paying a part-month of contributions,

• want to avoid having to assess employees who are with you temporarily, 
or who have a one-off spike in earnings and would otherwise not qualify.

• You are also able to postpone the enrolment of an employee for three 
months from the day they start with your company, or from the date an 
existing employee becomes eligible to join the scheme.

Is salary exchange permitted to meet the minimum 
contribution levels?
 Yes. Salary exchange is where an employee can give up part of their salary 
or bonus to their pension fund, resulting in their gross salary being reduced 
and the employee paying less tax and national insurance. As an employer, 
you will make savings on your National Insurance bill, which you can then use 
to reduce your costs. We can show you how salary exchange can save you 
money and set it up for you.

Not only can we help you give your clients the help they need and 
expect from you, we’ll pay you £65 for each client you introduce. 

And don’t worry about 
your client coming up with 
objections such as...
“My workers won’t be 
interested in a pension 
scheme” - it doesn’t matter

“I can leave it until later, I 
have other priorities” - this has 

to be on the priority list

“How difficult can it be to put in a 
pension scheme” - so they understand all the 

rules?

“My HR manager will do all the AE 
communications” - who does it when there’s 

no HR person?

“The rules will change in future” - rules 

only get more complex

“I pay my staff weekly” - makes no difference

“My payroll provider will fix it” - what if 

you are the payroll provider?

“My staff are all zero hour contracts/ 
contract workers/seasonal” - doesn’t 

matter

“I already have a pension scheme” - you 

still need to register for AE 

Your clients will expect you as their 
accountant to sort them out. The last 
thing you want to tell them is that 
you don’t know anything about Auto 
Enrolment or that you have not got the 
solution especially as somebody else 
may already have approached them.

We have the solution for 
you and your clients, simply 

click here to complete the 
contact form

We’ll pay you £65 for 
EACH client introduced
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